
One year after the Martyrdom of Şehîd Evîn Goyî, Abdurrahman Kızıl and
Mir Perwer, in Paris: We demand justice & truth!

Faced with these permanent attacks aimed at destroying the Revolution
experienced in the region, we call for all friends of the Rojava Revolution in

Europe to join the mobilization:

Meet in front of Paris Gare du Nord on December 23, 2023 at 11am for a march
for the victims of the Rue d'Enghien attack.

Meet in front of the Gare du Nord in Paris on January 6, 2024 at 11 a.m. to call
for the lifting of secrecy and for the prosecution of those behind the two Paris

attacks.

On December 23, 2022, ten years after the Turkish state ordered assassination of three
Kurdish revolutionaries Sakine Cansız (Sara), Fidan Doğan (Rojbîn) and Leyla Şaylemez
(Ronahî) a new attack in the heart of Paris targeted the Ahmet Kaya Culture Center, leaving
three dead.

Many elements suggest that once again the Turkish state was behind this attack, which is
part of a long history of attacks against the Kurdish movement and which shows that the
Turkish Intelligency agencies have complete latitude over the territory of the French state.

While the Turkish state hunts down its opponents into exile, in Kurdistan it continues to
bombard numerous areas on a daily basis, whether in Rojava (Northern & Eastern Syria) or
Başur (northern Iraq), maintaining society in a permanent emergency situation.

These attacks have a precise aim: to destroy the project of a democratic, ecological, multi-
ethnic and multicultural society carried by the vanguard of the women's movement which
has been under implementation since 2013 in areas under the control of AANES
(Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria, which includes Rojava). This, while the
rest of Syria has been ravaged both by the dictatorial Assad regime and by the various
radical Islamist groups today fully supported by the fascist Turkish regime.

In Rojava, the Turkish army has already invaded two territories, causing hundreds of
thousands of displaced people: the regions of Afrin (since March 2018) and Serêkaniyê
(October 2019). Pro-Turkish groups organized looting and ethnic cleansing: kidnappings,
rapes and murders became daily occurrences.

In October the Turkish state has been intensively bombing numerous civilian infrastructures
in Rojava and no longer hesitates to use chemical weapons in Başur, which are prohibited
by all international conventions.

We support the claims of the Kurdish Democratic Center of France (CDKF):

– The qualification of “terrorist” for the attack of December 23
– The lifting of defense secrecy and the judgment of those who ordered the
assassination of the three Kurdish activists on January 9, 2013
– Political refugee status for the Kurds and all progressive forces targeted by
repression in Turkey
– The removal of the PKK from the list of terrorist organizations of the European
Union
– Stopping the criminalization and repression against Kurdish political organizations
in Europe
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